SNOOPY Class September Newsletter
Ms. Becky & Ms. Jess
Welcome to the Snoopy class! We are really looking forward to this year and are excited
about all the fun things we will be doing!
Our theme for the month of September is “Getting to Know You and Snoopy.” If you can,
please send in a picture of your family to hang in the classroom (a copy on paper will do
just fine!). We also have many activities planned for this month that we hope to get to!
Among them are learning about the color red and the circle shape… singing the ABC song
and reading Dr. Seuss’s “The B Book” …counting and singing “5 Little Snoopys”…painting….
and many of our other everyday activities. Every month we will have a new theme and try
to do activities, read books, etc., related to that theme. Also, each month we will touch on
the “Fruit of the Spirit”.
We have a lot planned, but in the beginning our schedule will be very flexible- this will
change as the children get more adjusted to us, the other children, and for some, just
being away from mom and dad.
We will try to be out as much as possible, so please make sure to dress your child
accordingly. It is also EXTREMELY important to LABEL everything that comes into the
classroom: cups, clothes, etc. -a lot of children have the same items and we do not want to
get anything mixed up.

Listed below are a few reminders:
* Please bring in a sippy cup with your child’s name on it. Cups should have a top and some
sort of plug to keep from leaking.
*Lunches should be something easy so that the children can feed
themselves. Any type of finger foods is usually the best. (Please see our “Helpful Lunch
Hints page”)

We do send out reports everyday that will tell you how much lunch your child ate that day.
Don’t be alarmed in the beginning weeks if it is not a lot, usually this is how the year starts
out. If we see that there is something that your child doesn’t like in particular, then we
will let you know.
Again, any questions or concerns that you have please do not
hesitate to let either of us know. We want your children to have
a fun time in our class and enjoy the day!

